
Game Pitch Document

[Name] [Surname] ([Login])

Title: [Working Name or Title]

Genre: [Full Genre]

Style: [2D/3D, Style, Visual]

Platform: [Initial and Potential Platforms]

Market: [Target Market / Demographic]

Elevator Pitch: [“One-Liner” Pitch (10-30 words max)]

The Pitch

[Replace all text in this section with the game design pitch...]

Instructions

In this exercise, you assume the role of an enterprising game developer who has a great idea for a new
game – The Game. You are tasked with the creation of a short Game Design Document. That is, a pitch
of The Game’s main idea to potential investors or leadership of a game studio. If you have your own
ideas for a game, this is a great opportunity to develop them further. Alternatively, you can also choose
an already existing game, but I recommend trying to come up with your own idea first.

Within this template, you will find placeholders and hints [like this one], which you should read and
replace with your own text. You can use any means of expression you deem appropriate – text, reference
images from other games, sketches, diagrams, tables, graphs, etc. Remember the goal: “selling” your idea
so that you get the opportunity to actually make The Game. Keep it brief and to the point. The length
of your final document shouldn’t exceed 2-3 pages. Following are example sections and pointers as
to what they could contain. However, the document structure is certainly not set in stone. Feel free to
modify it as necessary.

Introduction

This should be the core of your pitch. Describe what exactly it is you want to make. What is important,
what makes your game special. All in one paragraph (50 words max).

Background

What lead you to The Game’s basic idea? What are the inspirations – other games (even physical),
sports, events, etc. Is it a continuation of some long-going traditional genre? Are you trying to bring
back something that worked in the past?

Setting

Describe the setting of your game. Is your game narrative-based? You should detail the basic plot here.
Cover the character of your protagonist and their interaction with the environment. Will your story be
interactive? You can put some example dialogues and possible choices here as well. Even games with
light or no narrative take place in some kind of universe.

Features

What are the main selling points of your game? Think about the target market and market values of
your game. What makes it unique among other, already existing games? Why would players want to
play your game instead of some other? You can use a bullet point list or combine it with a value graph.
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Figure 1: Example value graph for Deus Ex, BioShock, and Garry’s Mod.

Genre

Specify the genre of The Game. Be clear, but be sure to note on the nuances which set your game apart
from others within the same genre.

Platform

What are the platforms you plan to release The Game on? Do you have a core set in mind? Are you
going to release versions for other platforms later?

Style

Here, you can provide a visualization of what The Game would look like. Don’t have concept artist at
hand? Use diagrams, schemes, or illustrate on images from already existing games. It is time to dust off
your Microsoft Paint skills!

A
(a) Style Exhibit 1a.

B
(b) Style Exhibit 1b.

C
(c) Style Exhibit 1c.

Formatting & Submission

Your submission should follow a similar structure to this template. You can either use the provided
LATEX template or roughly replicate it in some other text processing software. The format of the section
“The Pitch” is left up to you. For inspiration, see the game design documents included on the assignment
page, or the lecture dedicated to game development. The only accepted document format is pdf. You
can submit the pdf by following the submission guidelines detailed on the course’s website.
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